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The Settin~

Throughout the world, the poor fireascending to political power.

In the newly developing countries, the educated elj.te is I.ooking toward

the nascent middle-class and the masses of farmers and workers for

political support. A widely observed effect of prevailing development

strategies has been a concentration of benefits in the higher income

groups of the small modern sectors of the economy, while the great wjority

of people in the lower income groups and the densely populated small-farm

areas are by-passed. Often they are becoming worse off as a result of

labor-saving and capital-intensive technologies, increasing unemployment

1/in cities and backing-up of growing labor-surpluses in rural areas. -

This process has contributed to the rise of political unrest in

many developing countries. It is responsible for a shift in the goalfi

of development strategy, from increasing the GNP for its own sake to

increasing it for the sake of improving the income di~tribution -- the

clout of which is reducing poverty. The United Nations Report on the

Second Development Decade, prepared under the leadership of Jan

Tinbergen, concludes that while the sixties were dedicated to the growth

~~ Empirical evidence to th~.seffect. is accumulating fast throughout
Asia, Africa and Latin America. See Robert d’A Shaw “Jobs and
Agricultural Development,” Overseas Development =ci.1. Monograph

3, Washington, D. C. 1970.
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of the GNP, the seventies must be dedicated to the rcd(lction of pov(~rty,

Similarly, Idorld Iiankl)rcsidcnt l{ol)~trtMcNamara ended Ilis:~(l(lr(’ss10 t.1)(,

[IN(;onff,r~llcf~on ‘1’racl[,an(ll)evt~lt)pm(,ntir~SantjaSo with tl)isclIall(LIIR(J:

IIotlr~l~.arduty for ..~ this decade is to face up to mass poverty .,.,

de~errnine its dimensions, locate its whereabouts, set ‘a limiL I>en(’ath

which we will not accept it-scontinuance, and make our first priority

a threshold of hlman dignity and decency which is achievenhlo within a

generation,’l This paper sets out to contribute precisely to this task,

our analytical techniques for planning and monitoring development

are Rear(’clto handle production economic problems, to measure chan~es

in national income. Countries are improving their statistic:ll data on

inp~ltsHnd o~lt.p~lts,prices and trade, on many items related LO national

i.llCOlll~’nccoLlnLinli. In contrast, incomt’distribution probl CIIIIS(1(,.11

mililllvwith differential ral-esof consumption in various income,Krol]ps

and regi~-ns, witl] cstah] isbinx minimum adequate standards of-n(’cc’ssitie.s

of life’ for normal functioning of man’s body and mind, for ~’xcrcising

his rights and duties, his freedoms and responsibilities as a citizen

and I]uman bein~,

I)ractically Ilsefulmethods for deal ing with these distribution

~rolllems and t})ostatistical data required to lldetermin~ tl](:dimensions

and locate t{]owhereabouts” of poverty ar(’badly nc~eded for cl)artin~

L~ffrcLiv\JSLri3L(’giCS fOr improvin~; incom(’distribution, with LIICIbasic

~oal of acl)ievinj:cri~ical Iy require(i cons~lmption levels in tl)(’ low

t[lcom<~gro{lpsand prfi)v{’ntiltgexcessiv{l concentration of weal LIIand

economic grow{’r in the hi~ll income groups,
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Measuring Income Distribution

Around 1890, Pareto was intrigued by the fact .. which later

prpven erroneous .. that every society seemed to have just about

~ame proportion of rich people. ‘1’oprpve it statistically, he derived

“Pareta curve”, \dith both axes on 10H scqlep~ he plotted the cum[]lative

percent of consumer qni.ts on the ordinate and their incom~>s in mone~ary

unifisand in ascending order on the abscjssa~ The curve shows the percent

of consumer uIIitsabove the income designated, His curve is most sensitive—.

at che high-inconle end, Later, Gini converted Ehe abscissa to cumulative

percent of ag~regate income. This facilitated comparison between countries

anclbetwec’n ti.mc-peri.ocls.Still laCer, T,orenz used cumulative income

shares on the nrdinatc, and both axes on natural scales,

is most sensitiv~’ in Ll]omiddle-income range,

Al 1 tl~rocpioneers in distribution measurement used

as Chc norm: the !’aret~-and Gini.- coefficients express

Here, the curve

income equality

the degree of

ineqLlality by the curve’s anj:lewith the equali~y line, Che J.orenz

Coefficient by Lhc area

Pdelman and Morris

bct~cen the curve and the equality line. !.l

have done pioneer work by gathering distribution

data ~rom 44 countries and analyzing them in l.orenz terms, In testing

the effect of a wide range of 31 independent variable~ on these distributions

1/ F’ora brief fiunm]aryof (-hesemetlloci~ see Mary Jean Ikwman, “A (:raphjcal
Analysis of”]’orsonal I!)comeDistribution i.ntho U,S,A. ,” J~P.72-[02.
~eadin~ts in tll( ‘JVILOV of Income Distribution, J31akistC)n,pl~il. L951.
s~~calso Simon Ktlzn(,ts,“llconomic Crowth and income Tnrqllality.”
~\merican Kconomic Rcvif’wtVol, XJ.V,No, 1, March 19.55, PP. 1-28.
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&hey find school enrollment, natural resourcep (fuel, minerals and

agricultural land), and government’s share in total net investment the

most significant, making for lower degrees of inequality; the impact of

per capita GNP was much less effective, .!/

Since population and income are expressed in percentage shares of

Kheir respective aggregates, the Lorenz method reveals nothing about

income levels,

can measure is

equality norm.

and hence cannot measure the extent of poverty. All it

the degree of inequality of income relative to the

This norm, however, is a purely statistical one and

does not represent a policy goal of any nation, whatever may be its

stage of development or its political ideology. We shall return to this

Yissue later.

The most relevant aspect of the Lorenz method concerning the issue

of poverty is the fact that income concentration in the high-income

groups tends to increase tileextent of poverty if the per capita national

income is very low, Jn countries with a high per capita income, this

does not necessarily hold since a high income concentration can occur in

a distribution without a large extent of poverty.

‘rhi.scan be seen in Table 1, For instance the U.S, has p comparatively

high concentration ratio, but none of its people have less than the very

~/ Trma Adelman and Cynthia Taft Morris, “An Anatomy of Income

Distribution Patterns in Developing Nations,” Development l~igcs~,
Vol . 1X, No. 4, OCt. 1971, pp. 24-37, National Planning Association,
[Washington, I).C.

2/ $Rt! Et~.w13H! C. [!i.’ddy f?tt., \.w--_:~-,-,;~~,! f#~ ~~~~ J“lT:f. rm+ll”tJrB NJmTLx?n5 N. Y. 19’57;
v- ....-- .....— .-,

l.cnffMCrtk ero:?.ft:!E:.b:rcQi12’.”,:tmx%mzEfzWibtMic,fi “.rbxy$ Aldinee Ch,kago,
‘.971$*:,1,:{.

W-.--...-$-----------~..— -— ..-. -!.
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Table 1. Per Capita Income, Concentration in Top 20%, and
Concentration Ratio of ToP to Bottom 20% of Populationz

around 1960. ~ “

Income Concentration Percent of
Per Capita Concentration Ratio Population

Countries GNP in Top 2~% of Top Below
of Population to Bottom $150 income

2% Line

Per Capita GNP $ % Multiple %
over $300
U.S.A. 2,220 52
Israel

12
1,093 39 6

Japan 709 46 10 8
South Africa 533 57 30 36
Libya 437 90 895 66,
Venez\)ela 768 47 11 20
Arqentina 564 52 7

$150 - 300
Iraa 228 68 34 61

Taiwan 186 52 12 58
Tunisia 226 65 13 64
Ivory Coast 208 55 7 68

Brazil 268 62 18 55

Colombia 266 68 31 68
Ecuador 186 42 7 51

L’nder $150
Ceylon J 18 52 12 65

India 90 42 5 88
Burma 70 48 5 92

Sudan 104 48 9 77

Tanzania 64 61 6 ~8;
Bolivia 117 59 15

~ Based ondatafrom Adelman and Morris80p. cit., p.27c
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~ow i.ncomc level of $150, despite the fact that 52?! of total income

comes to the top 20% of the people, One of the reasons is the high

L6VR1 of per capita income, Another example how little one can learn

abouC poverty from the Lorenz-Eype analysis is Ecuador as compared with

the Tvory Coast, Both have the same low concentration ratio of 7, and

Che per capita income in the Ivory Coast j.s12 percent higher, yet 68

percen~ of the people fall below the $150 income line compared with

only 51.percent in Ecuador, Furthermore, countries with very low

de~rees of income inequality can have a very large extent of poverty,

SUC1} as India and Burma,

Adel.rnan qncl Florris constructed six different concentration coefficients

for measuring tt]e income distribution of the variolls countri~:s, concluding

that the Gini coefficient “,., represent the best simple index of overall

concentration, However, income distribu~ions with very different properties

can have the same concentration ratio,l’ Hence, they found various com-

binations of more specific indices more useful, namely the “percentage

~harefi in Fetal na~ional income going to population groups of different

i.ncwnelevel.st’,i.e, thos~ goinE to the poorest 20% and 60’L, the middle

40-60<? and the Ilighefir2~’Z,and 57., Our table Fhows the percentage income

sharo nf LllohlRhest 207,of the populatiant and the noncentral.ion ratio

of tl~clIfKhest 20{Zin multiples of the lo~esc 20% of the population; tl)e

f~rsL indL)X fOCUSeS On the income concentrat-iotlin the top qui.ntilc, and

che second relates Ehis to the income share of the bottom quintile,
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Now Qf Chest measurements of ~ncome inequality reveal anything

@t~w-~lY ~bwt chc ~xt~’rltof pov~rty, The index of the rclati.vc

Oxtl’nt of poverty shown in the last column of Table 1 cannot be obtaine(l

from the Lore~z-Cype data which rela~e only to Ehe equality norm.

$n~ome equali~y, however, has no necessary quantitative relation LO the

Goncept of poverty, and hence cannoE ~erve as a norm for dealing with

poverty problems, ~n~tead, we need a norm Qr a Bet of norms with reference

CQ whigh i~come distribution can be analyzed and evaluated, This

requires @ mettlod in which the Key dependent variable ~s expressed in

Ecrms of specified levels of consumption of ppecified Eoods and services,

Measuring Ehc? ExtcnL of !)overty

Cwcrnments need for their developmen~ ~trategy an ~bjectjve method

for measuring the e~~cnt. of poverty iv %ts wa~ious aspects, ‘fhey must

know the number of families who live helw designated levels of nutrition,

education medical Care; ocher g~ods considered essen~iqll and i.ncomc in

gcneral~

A modification of the original paret~ approach can serve this pur~

post.’by cllan~ing the ordinate to show Kho percent of people falling

~elow (instcacl of above) the income dcsi~nat~d pn the abscissa, This

is tl~c Pareto-type curve wn shall UHC in our analysis.
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The distributions of twenty~five countries in very different stages

of economic development along with their per capita national incomes

1/are shown in Table 2 and for twenty coun~ries in Figures 1-3. – We can

now compare djrcctly the percentages of the people whost? incomes fall

below Rny dcsi~nat~’d incom~!level. For instance, in lndia 881 of the

peL?plf’had lL’@sthan $150 income in 1960, as compared LO only 58% in ‘1’aiwan

apd practically none in Japan, At the $800 level, in .Japan 70’Z, of the

pooplt’ fc~ll belPw that level as compared LO only 22% in the LI.S,A. This

i~ a very useful and concrete kind of information for studying the extent

of poverty in various countries, and for monitoring the eff~’cts of

developmt’n~ scrat~)gies on the extent pf poverty, as we shall examine

~/ D[>ri.vcdfrom data in Adelman and Morris, op. cit.? the conversion from
Lorenz to “areto-type data can be done by (1) dividing total population
hy 5 to obtain number of people in each quintile, (2) distributing
total national income according to the percentage income s}lares over
the quintiles, (3) dividing the income of each quin~ile by its popu-
lation yj.eldi.ngthe average income per person for each quintile, (4)
assumi.n~ that this mean income of the quintile approximate’ly represents
pilemedian, and (5) that the mid-points between the quintile means
represent the limits of the quintile ranges. By plotting these income
means and l.imi.tsagainst the population quinciles we obtain the

Fareto-type cllrve. We assume that the exchange rates used for con-
vertin~ country currencies into U,S, dollars approximately reflect
the same real purchasing power of ono dollar’s equivalence in local
currcncics, i.e. that one dollar would buy about the same basket of
~ootls -- adjusted by differences in consumption habits -- in India
ns in Japan or any other country.
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Table 2, Per Capita Income and Comparative Extent of Poverty
:n Various Countries, around 1960.

Fourltry Per Capita Percent of People falling below the
GNP Income Line of: —

70$ 100$ 150$ 300%

Per Cap. National Income $ % % % %
over $400

U,splj$ 2~220 . . . .
Israel 1,093 . . <10
Venezuela 768 m . d 1; 24
Japan 709 . . L 10 20
Argentina 564 * w &10 33
Greece 555 . . 23
South Africa 533 16 27 36 52
Libya 437 56 59 66 74

$200-400

Mexico 386 10 20 35 59
Chile 324 15 29 66
Brazil 268 ;; 26 55 78
Colombia 266 33 44 58 74

Phi~ippines 254 17 25 46 74
Iraa 228 31 52 61 76
~un~s~a 226 26 44 65 78
Ivory Coast 208 L 10 22 68 84

Under $200

Morocco 187 32 64 75 81
Taiwan 186 23 35 58 84
Ecuador 186 17 32 51 89
Ceylon 138 33 49 71 85
Bolivia 1J7 43 14 83 91
Sudan io4 48 6& 77 p 90

India 90 48 71 88 97

Burma 70 78’ 88 92 98
Nigeria 75 74 84 90 94

Tanzania 64 86 89 91 ’95.
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The graphical presentation of distributions in Figure 1-3 greatly

facilitates inter-country comparison, There are wide variations in the

slopes of the curves which appear to be quite unrelated to the level of

the average national income per capita. For instance, in Tanzania and

Burma the slope is nearly vertical for the lower 70% of the people,

~,e,, these people are almost equally poor, while in India, Nigeria and

the Sudan, the slopes are much les:~steep which may indicate greater

opportunities for economic advancement of poor people, at least Up to

1960, /\l1 five countries have low average per capita incomes of around

$100 or less. Similarly, among colmtries with higher average incomes,

the shape of their distribution curves also varies widely.

It is interesting that in 13 of the 20 countries shown on the charts,

Khe people falling below the national average per capita income consti-

tuted about 70% of the population, ranging between 65 and 75 percent.

These 13 countries included the U,S,A, with the highest as well as Bu~,

India and Nigeria among the lowest income countries. Would this perhaps

support Pareto’s hunch of a “constant percentage” of rich PeoPle which

Gini proved erroneous?

Table 2 reveals many important a’spects of income distrib~ltions. For

instance, w

of the peep”

Comparing L

th average incomes of around $400 per capita, Libya had 56’7.

e living below the $70 level compared with only 10% in Mexico.

bya with the very low income country of India (average $90),

the proportions of Indians living below the $70 income line is considerably

smaller, 48%, than the 56% of Libyans in a much higher incom country

($437 average).
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Our main concern here is the method of analysis, not the accuracy and

cross-country comparability of the ori~inal data upon wllicllLlles{>tables

are based, \~earc fully aware that tllescdata leave mllcllto 1)[~dl,slr~,d.~/

~~ is also Qlear that the wide variations in income distributions cannot

be explained by ~ few simple independent variables, and that tileper

capita national income is one of t’heless important ones, as Adelman and

Morris have prtwen. This means, of course~ that any given country can

pur8ue its economic development along different paths of strategy, among

which some wo(~ld increase, and other reduce poverty as the national income

grows , This makes it critically important for a country to obtain the

required informatio~ to test alternative development policies with respec~

to their distribution effect, and to keep track of changes in income dis-

tribution and the extent of poverty,

In recent years, evidence has been mounting from many parts of the

world that benefits fromeconomic development are accruing mainly to

Che modern sector, to the large enterprises in agriculture, industry and trade,

while the traditional sectorr the small farms and craftsmen get by-passed

by progress; in fact, they often become worse off as a result of labor-

displacing machines and capital intensive techniques in areas of severe labor

~/ ‘1’110comparison of distrib(ltio~s betw~~en countries i.ss~]bj(,ctto several
limitations. The most obvious is the validity of th<’ for[’igrlcxchang~>
ra[(,sby which national c~lrrenci.csar(,converted into [1.S.dollars.
TIT(Is(ra~-cs, how~v(r, wt~IIldnot affect the slopes of tll(’tiistriblltion
curv(’s, only their rclat.ivt~posit.i.ens, More serious is [11(,question of
how comparable the statistical ciataare upon which the distributions are
based. What sources of “income” arc included, how is the “consumer unit”
defined, wlkat kinds of sample surveys and aggregate data [ntcr into the
calcLllation of the distributions? Despite these limitations, international
comparisons of distributions earl tell us much more about the various
economies than the per capita national incomes,
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svrplLIBand unemployment. Tn response to these experiences, Lhc goal of

full employment is moving into Lhe forefront in the developmc~nt strategy

of many countries,

For tracking down the effects of development processes on income

di$~~~bv~~otl, it i~ much more important to compare the extent of pover~y

i-nR f?ertain country over time Fhan between ~~untries at a point of time,

UrifOrCUnaCelyT Chere are few newly developing countries With the required

data ,

From the 1968 Consumer Survey in Ceylonl i~ is possible co derive

an income distribution wh$.ch should be fairly Comparable to the one for

1960 reported in the Adelman and Mor~i.s paper, The result is presented in

Table 3 and Figure 4. In Ceylon~ the extent of poverty increased during

the 1960-68 period despite a fair rate af growth in Ehe GNP per person.

TtIt?percent Qf peep].e below the $100 ~n~ame level increaaed from 49 t~ 60

percen~, In che U,S,A, durtng the 1960~s, the extent of poverty decreased”

1/ac Che rrmghly comparable level ~f $1,000 per person, from 28% to 17%, --

The respective shifts of che distribution Curves$ upward toward morel

poverty in Ceylon? downward tpward less in U,S,A,8 are clearly seen in

Figure 4,

~~ Although poverty in the U.S,A. Is more wide-spread among the non-white
population, it also has decreased substantially. During the 1950.70

periocl~ the percent of non-white families falling below the poverty line
of $3)700 decreased from 62% to 27%, while that of white families
decreased from 30% to 12%, For a study of changes in poverty in various
categories of families in the U.S. between 1.947-1960, see>l{.W. Locke
Anderson, Trickling Down: The Relationship between Economic Growth
and the Extent of Poverty Among American Families, Quarterly Journal of

Economics, Vol, 78> No. 4? Nov. 1964, pp. 511-524.
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‘Jable 3. Chanqes in Income Distribution, 1960-7~z
in Ceylon and the U.S.A. in 1960 Dollars.

Percent of People Percent of People
!ncome Below ?ncQme Below
per Designated Income per Desiq= Income

Person 1960 1968 Person 1960 1970

80 30 44 800 22 14
100 49 60 1000 17
i25 62 70 1250 :: 23
!.50 71 79 1500 47 29
200 77 86 ‘2000 63 46
300 85 95 3000 75 72

Average J 38ti 156~ Average g,210 3,130
Income Income

~ Source of data! for Ceylon, 1960, Adelman and Morris, op, cit.; for
1968! IJ-0, Matching Employment Opportunities and Expectations - A
Proqram of Action for Ceylon, Technical Papers, 1971, p. 63-64; for
U,S,A,i Bureau of the Census! Current Population Reports, Consumer
Tncam@s, May 20, 1971, p. 7,

~ For 1960: average of 1958 and i9631 for 19688 average of 1967-69;
Source! United Nations International Statistics Yearbook 1970.
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Nc!cesfii tics ancl the Poverty Linen

So f~r, we have used the term “poverty” simply for the lower end

of the income distribution, For policy guidelines, and especially for

mefisuring the effectiveness of anti-pmmrty measures, it is necessary

to specify more concretely at which level of income a family suffers

from lack of certain minimum needs for a sustained normal functioning

1P SOCiety, as workers, ~i~iz~ns, parents and human beings.

Some of these basic needs consist of distinct Physical requirements:

certain mounts of food, clothing and shelter of vario[ls kinds which are

necessary for sheer survival, Others are of a more economic and ctlltural

nature and cllartgewith the L.levelopmcntprocess in society: education,

health and medical care an(i sanitation, ancla collection of goods for

work and hollsc=hold and transport w}lich come to be considered “essential

jjoods and services!!, 130th categories of physical requirements and

essential goods make Up the concept of “necessities of life” and include

for each society at a given time, a specified collection of such necessities,

FOI*Qach component a minimum amount and quality considered adequate for

the normal f[lnctioning of people can ho specified,

Facll“necessi ry” has LWO dimensions: guantity and quality. For

jns[.ante, [I)e mini.mum adequate quantity of food can be specified in terms

of calt~rics, proteins and vit~mins. These required quantities of nutrients

in tlluform Of low-cost foods constitute the quality dimensions of

the food “necessity” , while the same amo~]nt of nutrients in the form of

past”r), :lrtichokes and oysters do not, For practical purposes we

simplv SLip~[late that a “necessity” be determined by a minimum adequaLc

quantitv of low-cost quality,

~}
I anl};r,lt-(’fulto I)r.Kci!h Bryant for valuable advice in the prcpara-
t.iont~f this section,
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A further distinction is useful: there are necessities availal)le

free or at a below-cost rate to the individual, such as school education,

roads and parks, protection of law and order, health and medical services

and others. These we call “infra-structural necessities” which are not

or only in part paid out of the personal incomes of the individual. All

ocher necessities must be so paid in full, either in money or in kind

(e.g. home-produced food), and are called “personal necessities”.

Clearly, income distributions are based upon personal income and do

not or only in part include the real income received by individuals in

the form of infra-structural necessities. This is particular important

when distributions are compared between countries with widely different

kinds and amo(lnts of infra-structural ,necessities made available without

personal expense, such as between communist and non-communist countries,

and amon~ the latter between those with or without extensive national

education, health and medical care and other welfare schemes.

For s(>meof these infra-structural necessities, modern governments

designate standards of minimum adequacy and aim to implement them.

The most common is elementary education which governments not only offer

free of charge, but require mandatory school attendance for a specified

period of years. Other examples include the number of medical doctors

per 100,000 population, sanitary water supplies, etc. Whatever the

government or someone else (e.g. charitable foundations) pays for these

infra-structural necessities does not come out of the personal income

of the users, and hence does not appear in their “personal income”

received in money and home-produced goods. These contributions from

external sources to the real income of the individual in the form of
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$pt?cific $nfra-stnictltrtll necc?ssities arc very important as anli-poverty

measure~ in a cwntry ’s development, but gre not j.ncluded in income

distributions.

In principle, the sum of all the “personal necessities” valued at

$fi@minimum adequate quantity and low.c~st quality represents the “poverty

lin@’l, These are things that can be objectively measured, and the income

level wh~c~ socie~y designates as the poverty line can serve the government

in l.mplementing policies designated co reduce the number of people falling

below that income level,

For exnmplc, in the United StaKes such a poverty line was designated

for thn first Eimc in PresidcnC Lyndon Johnso~’s State of the Union

Message to Congress in January 1964, in which he declared “war on poverty”,

He referred co the Counctl of Economic Advisors! Report whose second

chapter ciealswith ‘tIIliminatingPoverty . A NaCional Goal”, outlining

the main features of a strategy, Various studies of “low-cost” and

‘~economy.plan” family budgets for @ non-farm family of 4 had been worked

out by the Social Security Administration. They ranged between $3,000

and $4,000 in 1962. 011 the basis of such studiest the annual money

income of $3,000 per family was designated as the “boundary” below

which poverty sets in (p, 58 of Report), Iq 1962, 20’%of all families

(with over 30 million people) had total money incomes below $3,000.

In 1950, that percentage stood at 32’7.,

Income distributions for the United States are published every

year? broken down by white and non-white families of different sizes

artdother characteristics, by urban and rural families, and by various

regions, The poverty lines are adjusted according to size of family,

urban or rural households, and by regions, Periodically, reports of
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the Consumer Iricomes Sc!ries (U.S. Department of Commerce) summarize

changes in the “Extent of Poverty Among Families”, showing “families

below poverty level” in the various categories of population. These

distributions reports are used in the administration of several welfare

programs and as guides in policy proposals and decisions.

Clearly, the concept of the “poverty line” is not a subjective or

arbitrary judgment of some individual, but represents a consensus of

society, based on studies of consumer budgets, on what people concur

to consider necessities of life in their country and at the present

period of Lime. This socio-economic consensus is evidenced by general

public acceptance and by legislative or administrative action with reference

to the poverty line and renders it “objective” in the same sense as many

other institutional facts such as the standards of individual and group

behavior established by l“awor custom are objective facts to an economist.~’

In newly developing countries, such an official designation of a

specific poverty line for the

done in the United States, is

for applying the poverty line

necessitities. For instance,

personal income of a family, as has been

rarely found. Yet, there are many examples

concept to certain critical kinds of

Ceylon has been distributing free rice

rations to every man, woman and child for many years, to establish a

nutritional floor below which no-one should fall. Cities in may countries

have built low-cost housing with reasonably adequate water and sanitary

facilities for poor families at rental rates geared to their ability to

pay. (>[ten, minimum wage laws are intended to keep a worker above the

poverty line - although this intent is often not realized as governments

find no ways to guarantee full employment, and labor unions tend to become

~’ Anot]ler example of an objective norm is the speed limi~ on highways;
it also changes with the state of the transport sys[.em, aS the poverty

line changes with the state of economic development,
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closed shops to internalize the benefits of their collective bargaining

strength for a limited membership. Still, in these and many other

distributions policies the concept of the poverty line constitutes

the operative principle for their implementation.

Strategies for Improving Income Distribution

Improving income distribution does noc necessarily mean soaking the

rich for redistribution of current income to the poor. ‘tranLedthat

s{lch redistribution of current income streams could in fact eliminate

poverty in the affluent countries, it is quite obvious that.this

strategy would not raise the income of the poor abqve the poverty line

in the newly developing countries with present average per capita in-

comes of considerably less than $1,000 - at least not within an economic

system with a fairly large private sector.

Economic development is not.a zero - sum game. Modern [-ethnology

and prod~lcLion organization make it possible to raise labor productivity

and income of Ll~epoor without necessarily

the income of Lhe rich - that is according

conditions where some people become better

worse off. Theoretically, this condition

national income increases faster than the

true for many developing countries during

A good demonstraci(:n of this “Pareto

reducing

to the “~areto - better”

off without others becoming

zan be met whenever the

>opulation - which has been

zhe last decade or two.

. better” change in income

1/
distribution has been presented in a recent study by Marsd~n.–

~/
Keith Narsden, Toward a Syvthesis of Economic Growth and Social
J(jstice. international Labor Review, No. 1969, p. 389-418, ILO,
(;eneva, - In this stimulating paper, the author prcsenLs also an
intermediate model providing for some modernization in the traditional
sector.
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Using simulation techniques, he compares the impact of two development

strategies upon income distribution. The “crash model” follows the

strategy of concentrating development processes in the modern sector

of the economy, and leaving the traditional sector to its time-honored

ways. This represents the neo-classical approach of maximizing pro-

duction for its own sake by a laissez-faire policy of private capital

investment and free market forces (except that often the government

encourages large-scale enterpreneurs by such measures as import licenses,

tax exemptions, special foreign exchange rates, and other incentives).

The “progressive model” represents the anti-poverty approach of

maximizing production for the sake of reducing poverty by raising the

productivity of tllcpoor and letting them internalize their pro-

ducitivty gains in their income streams through strengthening their

bargaining power in the market. The government guides private and

public investment, including education, training and other requirements,

into areas

production

adequately

production

where labor is poorly utilized and under-employed, and into

of sufficient necessities of life to meet people’s needs more

The large ent,erpreneurs can be left free to continue their

expansion as far as the marke~ forces encourage them to do

so, h~ltwithout the special privileges and incentives offered tl~emby

the government [lnder tllc“crash model”.

Some res~llts of this study are summarized in Table 4. In the

“crash model,’” labor productivity or income per person in the labor

force increases 18<1,in the modern sector, and decreases 22Z in the

traditional sector; this means, the rich are getting richer, the
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poor poorer. In the “progressive model,” the income per worker in

the modern sector remains the same, in the traditional sector it in-

creases 937; this means, the rich remain rich, and the poor get richer.

This result also means that under the “crash model” the income

increase in the modern sector will lead primarily to an increase in

dema~ for luxuries, since the income elasticity of demand for

necessities falls sharply in the higher income groups. Luxuries have

a high import component in the scarce foreign exchange resources of

most developing countries. Under the “progressive model,” the income

increase will lead primarily to an increase in demand for necessities -

wbicll have a m~lch lower import component and a much higher domestic

input componen( , especially of Ic)cal labor and material resollrccs.

This, in turn, will alleviate the unemployment problcm and encourage

the mobilization of local labor and materials through the demand-p{lll

of lar~e numbers of people working themselves out of poverty. In

contrast, unemployment is aggravated [lndcr the “crash model.”

It is clear that improving income distribution by reduci]lg poverty in

the newly developing countries must depend primarily upon (1) makin~

kn~lwlecl}:eor m)dern techniques and access to modern inputs available

t[~l~~w-incc)mefarmers, (2) providin~ incentives for using t}lem,e.g.

throLIgil price policies, pro(iuction credit, marketin}~ cooperatives and

vario(]s other measures (including land reforms if necessary in some

areas), (J) s~rcngthening tl~cir bargfi

t]lat Ll)eir pr(~d(lctivi I v gi]i.n~ bccomc

streams rather than cxt-ernali.zed in Lo

ning position in the markets so

ntcrnalized in their income

those of landlords} mcrcban[s and
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.,
Table 4. Contrasting Two Development Strategies~’

Total Economy
(Assumed the same in both models)

Labor Force, 1970

1980
Percent Change

Cross ~)omcsLic Product, 1970
lg~()

Percent Change

Labor Force, Percent of Total, 1970

Change in Labor Force, 1970-80

Labor Productivity

$ per w~rker 1970

1980

Percent Change, 1970-80

roil. 623
II 808

+30’1!

bil. $ 295
It 528

+80’/

“Crash” Model “Progressj.vc” Model

Sectors: Sectors:

Modern
3CZ

+118?,

9,200
10,850

+18’%

1

Tradit, Modern
977> 6’2,

+277. --

I
I

246 ( 4,000

191 /},000

-22% -?

Tradit.

94 ‘?>

+32’1

251
485

+93’7

I

~/
Adapted from Marsden, Synthesis of Economic (:rowth apd Social Justice.

International Labor Review, 1969, ILO, Geneva.
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money-lenders . and (4) guiding capital investment in the direction of

(a) increasing output without displacing labor into unemployment and

(b) increasing output of necessities at a much higher rate than that of

luxuries. Policies of a similar nature for improving the productivity of

low-income workers and small craftsmen, merchants and other enterpreneurs

in manufacturing and service trades are required to draw these non-

agricultural sectors into the development process and to make their labor

force beneficiaries of the growth in the GNP.

Mahbub (11Haq, formerly with the National Planning Commission of

Pakistan and IIL)W with the l)rogramming and Budgeting Department of the

World Bank, recently summarized the salient points of this new appraocll

LO tile charting of development strategy most succinc~ly as follows:

“First, the basic problem of development should be redefined as a

selective attack on the worst forms of poverty. . .

“Second, the developing countries should define minimum or threshold

consumption standards that they must reach in a manageable period of

time, say a decade. . . concerning minimum institutional, educational,

health and housing levels. . . The demand concept. . . will only distort

the pattern of production and consumption in favor of the “haves”;

it should bc replaced hy the minimum need concept. . .

“Third, the concerns for

should be brought together in

“Fourth, , . .employmept

more production and better distribution

defining the pattern of development. . .

should become a primary objective of

planning. . It is only if we proceed. . with people doing something

useful at least, even with small capital and organization, that we can

eradicate some of the worst forms of poverty. . .
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“The evidence is unmistakable: divorce between production and

distribution policies is false and dangerous. The distribution

policies must be built into the very pattern and organization of

production.”:’

~/ Whbub U1 Haq, “Employment and Income Distribution in the 1970’s:
A New Perspective.” Development Digest, October 1971, pp. 3-8
National Planning Association, Washington, D.C.


